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LEADFRAME SEMICONDUCTOR
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DEVICE USING
THE SAMEAND METHOD OFAND

PROCESS FOR FABRICATING THE TWO

This application is a 37 CFR §1.60 divisional of prior

application Ser. No. 08/038,684, filed Mar. 29, 1993

(allowed).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Thepresent invention relates to a leadframe formounting

a semiconductor chip, a semiconductor integrated circuit

device using the same, and a method of and process for

fabricating the two* More particularly, the present invention

relates to a technology which is effective when appHed for

standardizing the leadframe and for improving the reflow

cracking resistance of an LSI package.

The resin body, i.e., LSI package of a surface mounting

type resin molded device (or surface mount device) such as

a QFP (ie., Quad Flat Package) has an important target of

suppressing the package cracking (i.e., resin body cracking)

in a reflow soldering step.

In case the resin body (ie.., plastic body) of the LSI

package absorbs moisture, the interface between the resin

and a die pad will peel due to the internal stress which is

caused by me high temperature at the reflow soldering step

for heating the LSI package in its entirety. This package

cracking is a phenomenon the peeling is enlarged by the

expansion ofthe moisture condensed atthe diepad interface,

i.e., the water vapor pressure to crack the resin body. This

phenomenon causes the deterioration of moisture resistance

and an insufficient soldering due to the bulging of the

package body. If this package cracking takes place on the

face of the semiconductor chip, it will cause a serious defect

such as the breakage of wires.

As the existing counter-measures for preventing the peel

of the interface between the resin and the die pad, there is

known either a method (as disclosed in Japanese Patent

laid-Open No. 83961/1990), in which the diepad is partially

formed with through holes so that the back of the semicon-

ductor dap and the resin may be held in close contact

through those through holes, or a method in which the

adhesion between the resin and the die pad is improved by

dimpling the back face of the die pad.

On the other hand, even the chips having an equal pin

number but different sizes, e.g^ an ASIC (i.e., Application

Specific Integrated Circuit) having a small production num-

ber for one kind are required to be capable of packaging

density and it is a tendency that the chip is mounted on me
surface mounted LSI package such as the aforementioned

QFP. In the prior art, therefore, the products have been

manufactured by fabricating a leadframe according to the

chip size so that their production cost are raised.

As the leadframe capable of corresponding to theASIC of

various chip sizes but a small production number, therefore,

there is disclosed on pp. 76 to 78 of "Nikkei

MICRODEVICES* December, 1987* a leadframe, in which

a semiconductor chip is mounted on a tape of a polyimide

resin attached as the die pad to the inner leads.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In the LSI packages of recent years, however, the ratio of

the area of the package body occupiedby the semiconductor

chip increases more and more. Since the resin is made far

thinner than that of the prior LSI package, the aforemen-
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tioned counter-measures, i.e., the method of forming the

through holes in the die pad or dimpling the die pad has

found it difficult to prevent the package body cracking

effectively.

Moreover, investigations have been made not by forming

a leadframe according to the chip size but by using the

leadframe of the prior art, i.e., the leadframe in which the

external size (i.e., the area of the chip mounting face) of the

diepad is madelarger than that (ie., the area of the principal

or back face) of the semiconductor chip. However, these

investigations have revealed that a considerable restriction is

exerted upon the size of the chip to be mounted on the die

pad. Specifically, if there is mounted a semiconductor chip

having an external size smaller by 1 to 2 mm or more man

that of the die pad, the wires will hang as far as to contact

with the diepad ends thereby to cause a wire bonding defect

This makes it impossible to use a relatively small chip. On

the other hand, the positions ofthe leading ends of the inner

leads are restrictedby the die pad, andthe length ofthe wires

are also restricted (or determined to a suitable value of 1.0

mm to 5.0 ynm by the performance of the wire bonder or by

the electric characteristics) so mat the relatively small chip

cannot be used. On the other hand, the size ofthe chip to be

mounted is limited to the external size of the diepad to raise

an upper limit to the chip size.

The aforementioned die pad, which is prepared by adher-

ing the tape of polyimide resin to the inner leads, has no

restriction on the size of the chip. Since, however, the tape

has a coefficient ofthermal expansion differentfromthose of

the leadframe and the semiconductor chip, a peel may take

place at their interface due to the difference in the coeffi-

cients of thermal expansion at the soldering fellow step

thereby to cause the package body cracking. This makes it

necessary to provide a package which can prevent the

interface peel and the package body cracking and mounting

a variety of chip sizes.

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to

provide a technology capable of improving the package

body cracking resistance of the LSI package at the reflow

soldering

Another object of the present invention is to provide a

leadframe which can correspond to the flexible manufactur-

ing system of the LSI

Still another object of the present invention is to provide

a semiconductor integrated circuit device using the afore-

mentioned leadframe and a technology for fabricating the

same.

Representatives of the invention to be disclosed herein

will be summarized in the following.

(1) According to the present invention, there is provided

a leadframe in which the external size of a die pad for

mounting a semiconductor chip is made smaller than that of

the semiconductor chip and in which the leading ends of

leads can be cut to a predetermined length in accordance

with the external size of the semiconductor chip.

Specifically, there is provided a leadframe capable of

mounting a plurality ofkinds of semiconductor chips having

different sizes thereon, comprising:

a chip mounting portion for mounting a semiconductor

chip having a predetermined size, and a suspension

lead portion supporting said chip mounting portion;

a plurality of leads each including: an inner lead portion

arranged to surround said chip mounting portion and

having a region capable of being cut according to the

size of the semiconductor chip to be mounted; and an
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outer lead portion connected with said inner lead por-

tion and extending outward from said inner lead por-

tion; and

a plated layer having wires bonded thereto at said inner

lead portions and fanned in said cutting-capable

region,

wherein the area of the chip mounting region of said chip

mounting portion is made smaller than that of the

semiconductor chip to be mounted*

(2) According to the present invention, there is also

provided a method of fabricating a leadframe capable of

mounting a plurality ofMnds of semiconductor chips having

different sizes thereon, comprising the steps of:

preparing a sheet-shaped frame having a first face and a

second face opposed to said first face;

cutting said frame in a direction from said first faceto said

second face, to form a chip mounting portion for

mounting a semiconductor chip having a predeter-

mined size, and a suspension lead portion supporting

said chip mounting portion;

cutting said frame in a direction from said second face to

said first face, to form an inner lead portion which is

arranged to surround said chip mounting portion and

has a region capable of being cut according to the size

of the semiconductor chip to be mounted;

forming an outer lead portion which is connected with

said inner lead portion and extends outward from said

inner lead portion; and

forming in said inner leadportion aplatedlayer which has

wires bonded thereto at said inner lead portions and is

formed in said cutting-capable region,

wherein the area of the chip mounting region of said chip

mounting portion is made smaller than that of the

semiconductor chip to be mounted.

(3) According to the present invention, there is further

provided a process for fabricating a semiconductor inte-

grated circuit device by using a leadframe capable ofmount-

ing a plurality of kinds of semiconductor chips having

different sizes thereon, comprising the steps of:

preparing a leadframe having a first face and a second

face, said leadframe including: a chip mounting portion

for mounting a semiconductor chip having a predeter-

mined size; a plurality of suspension leads supporting

said chip mounting portion; a plurality of inner lead

portions arranged to surround said chip mounting por-

tion and having regions capable of being cut according

to the size of the semiconductor chip to be mounted;

and outer lead portions individually connected with

said inner lead portions and extending outward;

preparing a square-shaped semiconductor chip which has

its principal face formed with an integrated circuit and

a plurality of bonding pads;

bonding said semiconductor chip to said chip mounting

portion;

electrically connecting said bonding pads and said inner

lead portions individually; and

sealing said semiconductor chip, said inner lead portions

and said chip mounting portion,

wherein the leading end portions of said inner lead

portions are cut to correspond to the size of the semi-

conductor chip to be mounted, and

wherein the first faces of said inner lead portions being

formed with a plated layer which has wires bonded

thereto at said inner lead portions and is formed in said

cutting-capable region.
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According to the means described above, the external size

ofthe diepad is made smallermanmat of the semiconductor

chip tobemountedthereon, and the leading ends ofthe leads

are cut to a predetermined length in accordance with the

external size ofthe semiconductor chipto bemounted on the

die pad. As a result, a variety of semiconductor chips having

external sizesmade different over a considerablewide range

can be commonly used to provide a leadframe which

matches the flexible manufacturing system of the LSI pack-

age.

More specifically, in case the leadframe of the prior art,

Le„ the leadframe in which the external size of the die pad

is larger than the chip size is used, the size ofthe chips to be

commonly used is limited to a considerable smallrange (i.e.,

1 to 2mmfrom the contour ofthe tab to the chip end) so that

the leading ends of the inner leads need not be cut On the

other hand, the leadframe of the present invention has a

smaller die pad than the chip size so that it can commonly

use chips o a wider size range (e.g., 5x5 mm to 15x15 mm).

Thus, the leadframe ofthe present invention can sufficiently

match the case in which the positions ofthe leading ends of

the inner leads have to be changed according to the limits to

the wire length.

Moreover, it is possible to provide a leadframe which can

match the flexible manufacturing system ofthe LSIpackage.

At the same time, the external size of the die pad is made

smaller than mat of the semiconductor chip so that the

periphery of the semiconductor chip mounted on the die pad

is adhered to the resin. Since this adhesion of the interface

between the semiconductor chip (of silicon) and the resin is

stronger than that of the interface between the die pad (of

metal) and the resin, the moisture can be prevented from

invading into the interface between the die pad and the resin.

Thus, it is possible to suppress the package body cracking

which might otherwise be caused when the LSI package is

to be mounted on the substrate by the solder fellow.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OFTHE DRAWINGS

HG. 1 is a top plan view showing a leadframe according

to one embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a top plan view showing a pressing step of the

leadframe of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is an explanatory diagram showing the pressing

step of the leadframe of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a top plan view showing a plating step of the

leadframe of the present invention;

HG. 5 is an explanatory diagram showing a down-setting

step of the leadframe of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a top plan view showing the down-setting step

of the leadframe of the present invention;

FIG. 7 is an explanatory diagram showing a tape adhering

step of the leadframe of me present invention;

FIG. 8 is a top plan view showing the tape adhering step

of the leadframe of the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a section taken along line DC—IX of FIG. 8;

FIG. 10 is a section taken along lineX—X of FIG. 8;

HG. 11(c) is a top plan view showing a lead cutting step

of the leadframe;

HG. H(Z>) is a section taken along line XI—XI of the

same;

HG. 12 is a top plan view showing the lead cutting step

of the leadframe;

HG. 13 is a top plan view showing an adhesive applying

step of the leadframe;
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FIG. 14 is a section showing the adhesive applying step

of the leadfirame;

FIG. 15 is a top plan view showing Ihe adhesive applying

step of the leadfirame;

FIG. 16 is a top plan view showing the adhesive applying

step of the leadframe;

FIG. 17 is a section showing a chip mounting step of the

leadframe;

FIG 18 is a top plan view showing the chip mounting step

of the leadframe;

FIG. 19 is a partially enlarged section showing the chip

mounting step of the leadframe;

FIGS. 20(a) to 20(c) are partially enlarged perspective

views showing the chip mounting step of the leadframe;

FIG . 21 is a top planview showing the chip mounting step

of the leadframe;

FIG. 22 is a section showing the chip mounting step ofthe

leadframe;

FIG, 23 is a top plan view showing the chip mounting step

of the leadframe;

FIG. 24 is a top plan view showing a wire bonding step

of the leadframe;

HG. 25 is a section showing the wire bonding step ofme
leadframe;

FIG. 26 is a section showing me wire bonding step of the

leadframe;

FIG 27 is a top plan view showing a heat stage of a wire

bonding apparatus;

FIGS. 28(a) and 28(fc) are sections showing the heat stage

of the wire bonding apparatus;

FIG. 29 is a top plan view showing a QFP using the

leadframe of the present invention;

FIG. 30 is a section showing the QFP using the leadframe

of the present invention;

FIG. 31 is a partially enlarged top plan view showing

another embodiment of the die padportion ofthe leadframe;

and

FIG. 32 is a partially enlarged top plan view showing still

another embodiment of the die pad portion ofthe leadframe.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

HG. 1 is a top plan view showing a leadframe to be used

for fabricating a QFPpackage according to one embodiment

of the present invention.

' A leadframe 1 is formed at its central portion with a

circular die pad for mounting a semiconductor chip 2 which

is formed with a semiconductor circuit andbonding pads on

its principal face. The die pad 3 is supported by four

suspension leads 4. The die pad 3 has its chip mounting face

characterized to have a smaller areathan that ofthe principal

face of the semiconductor chip 2 mounted thereon*

The die pad 3 is arranged therearound with a plurality of

leads 5. To the wider portions of the suspension leads 4 and

the middle portions of the leads 5, there is adhered a

quadrangular frame-shaped tape 6 which is made of an

insulating, thin synthetic resin film. Outside of the tape 6,

there is formed a dam bar 7 for supporting the leads 5 and

preventing the resin from overflowing at a molding time.

The dam bar 7 is formed into a frame shape to connect the

individual leads 5.

The outermost periphery of the leadframe 1 is constructed

of an outer frame 8 formed to connect a plurality of unit

6
frames and an inner frame 9 formed to

ieadframes.Hie outerframe 8 is partially formedwith guide

holes for acting as guides when the leadframe 1 is to be

positioned in the mold

The aforementioned components of the leadframe 1, i.e.,

the die pad 3, the suspension leads 4, the leads 5, the dam
bar 7, the outer frame 8 and the inner frame 9 are made of

an electrically conductive material such as 42-alloy or

copper. The portions of the leads 5, i.e., the inner lead

portions 5a to be sealed with a resin have their leading ends

plated with Ag. Although not shown, the leadframe 1 is

constructed by juxtaposing a plurality of unit frames having

those portions, in one direction.

Next, one embodiment of a method of fabricating the

aforementionedleadframe 1 willbe described with reference

to FIGS. 2 to 10.

First of all, as shown in FIG. 2, ahoop material is pressed

to form the die pad 3, the suspension leads 4, the leads 5

(composed of inner lead portions 5a and outer lead portions

5b\ the dambar 7, the outer frame 8, the inner frame 9, and

the guide holes integrally. For example, the hoop material is

made of 42-alloy having a film thickness of about 0.15 mm.
And, the die pad 3 has a diameter of about 3 mm, and the

_ suspension leads 4 have a width of about 0.3 mm. The inner

lead portions 5a are given a pitch of about 0.22 mm for the

leadframe of 132 pins and about 025 mm for the leadframe

of 168 pins while considering the working limit Moreover,

the distance from the center of the die pad 3 to the leading

ends of the inner leads 5a has the maximum of about 5 mm
for the 132 pins and about 62 mm for the 168 pins.

In case the aforementioned individualportions are formed

by the pressing, burrs 11 are left on the back of the cut

portions. Since the leadframe 1 of the present embodiment

is made such that the die pad 3 has a smaller area than that

ofthe semiconductor chip2 to bemounted thereon, the burrs

11, if any, on the face of the die pad 3 for mounting the

semiconductor chip 2 will be unable to mount the chip 2.

When the die pad 3 is to be pressed, therefore, it is pressed

with its chip mounting Face being directed upward so that

the burrs 11 may be left on the back opposed to the chip

mounting face.

On the otherhand, the inner lead portions 5a are reluctant,

if the burrs 11 are left at the lower side at a wire bonding

step, to have wires bonded thereto so mat the bonding is

defective. When the inner lead portions 5a are to be pressed,

the pressing is carried out downward with the bonding face

being directed downward, to leave the burrs 11 on the wire

bonding face.

Next, as shown in HG. 4, the wire bonding regions 32 of

the inner lead portions 5a are plated with Ag. In the

leadframe 1 ofthe present embodiment, as will be described

hereinafter, the area of the regions to be plated with Ag is

made larger than that of the leadframe ofthe prior art so that

the leading ends of the leads 5 to be used may be cut to a

predetermined length in accordance with the external size of

the semiconductor chip 2 to be mounted on the die pad 3. In

the case of the prior art, for example, the distance from the

leading ends of the inner leads could be within a range of

about 1 mm while considering the wire bonding errors and

the errors at the plating time. In the present invention,

however, the distance has to be no less than 1 mm and 1.5

to 2 mm or more if the first cut and the second cut are

considered.

Next, the leadframe 1 is subjected to a down-setting step.

This down-setting step is a treatment to lower the height of

the diepad3 than that ofthe leads 5, as viewed horizontally,
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by bending the midway portions (as indicated at S in FIG.

5) of the suspension leads 4 downward while using a press

mold 12, as shown in FIG. 5. Specifically, if the chip

mounting face of the die pad 3 and the wire bonding face of

the inner lead portions 5a are assumed a first face and if the

face opposed to the first face is assumed a second face, the

first face is positioned at the side of the second face rather

than the first face of the inner lead portions 5a.

FIG. 6 is a top plan view showing the leadframe 1 which

has been subjected to the down-setting treatment For

example, the distance from the center of the die pad 3 to the

down-set position (S) of each suspension lead 4 is about 8.5

to 9.0 mm, and the depth of the down-set (i.e., the height

from the principal face ofthe die pad3 to the principal face

of the leads 5) is about 0.2 mm.

Thanks to the aforementioned down-setting treatment the

resin thickness is substantially equalized at the upper face

side of the semiconductor chip 2 and at the lower face side

of the die pad 3 when a package is to be molded by fitting

up a mold with the leadframe 1 having the semiconductor

chip 2.

Next, the tape 6 is adhered to both the midway portions

(i.e., widerportions) ofthe suspension leads 4 for supporting

the die pad 3 and the inner lead portions 5a.

The adhesion of the tape 6 is carried out as shown in FIG.

7, by positioning the tape 6 on the leadframe 1 placed on a

heat stage 13 and by pushing a tool 14 downward.

For example, the tape 6 is constructed such that an

adhesive 6b of an acrylic resin is applied to a thickness of

about 0.02 mm onto one side of a film 6a of a polyimide

resin having an external size of about 18.5 mmxl8.5mm a

width of about 1.5 mm and a thickness of about 0.05 mm.

FIG. 8 is a top plan view showing the leadframe 1 having

the tape 6 adhered thereto; FIG. 9 is a section taken along

line IX—DC of FIG. 9; and FIG. 10 is a section taken along

lineX—X ofHG. 8. In order to retain the adhesion area of

the tape 6, the suspension leads 4 are made wider at their

midway portions (Le„ the widened portions of the suspen-

sion leads 4) than at other portions, as shown in FIG. 8.

When the leadframe 1 having the semiconductor chip 2 is

attached to the mold to form the package body, the die pad

3 canbe prevented* by adhering the tape 6, i.e., the insulating

film to the midway portions of the suspension leads 4 to fix

the diepad 3,frombeing fluctuatedbythe flow ofthemolten

resin. As a result the flow velocities of the molten resin can

be equalized at the upperface side ofthe semiconductor chip

2 and the lower face side of the die pad 3 to prevent the

molding defect such as through voids.

Since the leadframe 1 of the present embodiment thus

achieved is constructed such that the area of the chip

mounting face of the die pad 3 is smaller than that of either

theprincipal face ofthe semiconductor chip2 to be mounted

thereon or the back face opposed to the aforementioned

principal face, it can mount semiconductor chips having

different external sizes thereon. By cutting the leading ends

of the leads 5 to shorten them, moreover, it is possible to

mount a semiconductor chip 2a or 2b having a larger area.

FIG. U(a) is a top plan view showing a leadframe la in

which the leading ends of the leads 5 are cut so as to mount

the semiconductor chip 2a having a larger area than that of

the semiconductor chip shown by double-dotted lines in

HG. 1, and FIG. 11(b) is a section taken along line XI-—XI

of FIG. 11(a). Broken lines appearing in FIG. 11(a) indicate

the positions of the leading ends of the leads 5 before cut

HG. 12 is a topplan view showing a leadframe lb which has

its leads 5 further cut at their leading ends. Id this case, it is
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possible to mount the semiconductor chip 2b having a larger

area than that of the semiconductor chip 2a.

Thus, in case the die pad3 has a diameter of about 3 mm*
for example, it is possible to mount a variety of semicon-

ductor chips having external sizes ranging from about 5

rnraxS mm to about 15 mmxl5 mm. The cutting step of the

leads 5 is carried out by means of a press but with the wire

bonding region being directed downward, so as to prevent

the plated Ag layer from peeling from the wire bonding

regions 32. As shown in HG. 11(6), therefore, the molding

is made with the leading ends of the inner lead portions 5a

being directed upward.

Next one embodiment of a process tor fabricating a QFP
by using the aforementioned leadframe 1 will be described

with reference to HGS. 13 to 30.

First of all as shown in HG. 13, an adhesive 15 for

adhering the semiconductor chip 2 is applied to the die pad

3 of the leadframe 1. Incidentally, HG. 13 shows the

leadframe 1 in which the leads 5 have their leading ends

uncut In case, however, the wider semiconductor chip 2a or

2b is to be mounted, the leading ends of the leads 5 are cut

in advance to a predetermined length prior to the step of

applying the adhesive 15 to the die pad 3. In short the

leadframe la or lb is formed in advance. The cutting of the

leading ends is carried out by considering that the leading

ends of the inner leads 5a is positioned at a position at such

a distance (e.g., 0.5 mm) or more apart from the outer

periphery ofa chip tobemounted as is kept away frombeing

connected with that outer periphery.

The application ofthe adhesive 15 is carried out, as shown

in HG. 14 ,
by dropping the adhesive 15 onto the die pad 3

of the leadframe 1 placed on a stage 16, by means of a

dispenser 17. The adhesive 15 is prepared by mixing Ag

powder into a thermoset epoxy resin, for example.

Incidentally, reference numerals 18 and19 appearing inHG.
14 designate a nozzle and a syringe, respectively. The die

pad 3 may be sized to allow the adhesive 15 to be applied

thereto.

Since the diepad3 ofthe aforementioned leadframe 1 has

a small area, the adhesive 15 may be applied to one point of

the principal face of the die pad 3. This application results

in such an advantage over the existing leadframe having a

larger die pad that the structure of the nozzle 18 used may

be simpler and that the application time of the adhesive 15

may be shorter.

As shown inHG. 15, moreover, slightly wider smallpads

(or adhesion-applied portions) 20 than the suspension leads

4 may be formed around the die pad 3 so that the adhesive

15may be appliedto the individualprincipal faces ofthe die

pad 3 and the small pads 20.

Since a sufficient adhesion strength is thus achieved, it is

possible to prevent a disadvantage that the semiconductor

cmp 2 rotationaHy goes out of position over the die pad 3.

Thanks to the formation of the small pads (ic, adhesion-

applied portions) 20, moreover, the rigidity of the suspen-

sion leads 4 can be substantially enhanced to prevent the die

pad 3 from being fluctuated by the flow of the molten resin

when the package is to be prepared by fitting up the mold

with the leadframe 1 having the semiconductor cmp 2

mounted thereon.

The aforementioned small pads 20 may be formed mid-

way of the individual suspension leads 4, namely, between

the die pads 3 and the midway portions S, as shown in HG.

16. Effects similar to the aforementioned ones can be

achieved in this modification, too.

Next as shown in HG. 17, the semiconductor chip 2 is

positioned over the die pad 3 having the adhesive 15 applied
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thereto, by means of a collet 21. For example, the semicon-

ductor chip 2 is made of single crystal silicon having an

external size of about 534mmx534mm and a thickness of

about 0.4mm
FIG. 18 is a top plan view showing the leadframe 1 in

which the suspension leads 4 supporting the die pad 3 is

partially formed with V-shaped grooves 22. These V-shaped

grooves 22 are used as graduations for positioning the

semiconductor chip 2 accurately on the die pad 3 and are

formed at a constant interval in the principal Faces of me

suspension leads 4, as shown in an enlarged section in FIG.

19.

^When the semiconductor chip 2 is to be positioned over

the die pad 3, the locations of the V-shaped grooves 22 are

detected from above the leadframe 1 by means of a (not-

shown) camera, as shown in FIGS. 20(a) to 20(c). In

accordance with these data, the semiconductor chips 2

having the various external sizes are moved to accurate

positions.

As shown in FIG. 21, on the other hand, a plurality of

projections 23 may be formed at a constant interval midway

ofthe individual suspension leads 4,Len between the diepad

3 and the midway portions S so that they may be used as the

graduations for positioning the semiconductor chip 2 on the

die pad 3. These V-shaped grooves 22 or projections 23 can

be used at a visual inspection seep after the semiconductor

crop 2 have been positioned on the die pad 3.

Next, as shown in FIG. 22, the leadframe 1 having the

semiconductor chip 2 positioned on me die pad 3 is heated

on a heat stage 24 to set the adhesive 15. The heating

conditions are at a200° to 250° C. and for about 30 sees, to

1 rain., for example. Incidentally, the setting ofthe adhesive

15 can also be carried out by means of an oven. FIG. 23 is

a top plan view showing the leadframe 1 which has finished

the step ofmountingthe semiconductor chip2 on the diepad

3.

Next, as shown in FIGS. 24 to 28, the semiconductor chip

2 mounted on the die pad 3 has its bonding pads 25 bonded

to the leads 5 by means of wires 28 ofAu to connect them

electrically, FEG. 25 is a section showing the connected

relation between the inner lead 5a and the semiconductor

chip 2, and FIG. 28 is a section showingthe relation between

me suspension lead 4 and the semiconductor chip 2.

As shown in HG. 24, the leadframe 1 of the present

embodiment is arranged with the leading ends of the leads

5 in the shape of letter "V" along the individual sides of the

semiconductor chip 2 (such mat the leads 5 are made longer

in the vicinity of the corner portions of the semiconductor

chip 2, namely, close to the suspension leads 4 and shorter

in the vicinity of the central portions of the individual sides,

namely, at a distance from the suspension leads 4). As a

result, lengths of the wires 26 are substantially equalized

between all the bonding pads 25 and the leads 5 so mat they

need not be changed to make the wire bonding work easy.

FIG. 27 is a top plan view showing the principal face of

a heat stage of the wire bonding apparatus to be used in the

present embodiment This heat stage 27 is formed with relief

grooves 28 in which are to be fitted the die pad 3 and the

portions (i.e., the inner portions of the aforementioned

down-set positions (S)) of the suspension leads 4 of the

leadframe 1.

Since the heat stage 27 is formed in its principal face with

the aforementioned relief grooves 28, either the leadframe 1

(as shown in FIG. 28(a)) having the large semiconductor

chip 7b mounted on the die pad 3 or the leadframe 1 (as

shown in FIG. 28(fc)) having the small semiconductor chip

10

2 mounted can be wirebonded to eliminate the troubles of

replacingthe heat stage 27 each timeme external sizes ofthe

semiconductor chip 2 change. Incidentally, reference char-

acters ^ ar#earing in HG. 28(a) indicate the thickness (e.g.,

about 0.15mm in the present emfjodiment) ofthe leadframe

1, and characters tj indicate the amount of down-set (e.g.,

about 0.2 mm in the present embodiment) of the die pad 3.

The wire length is about 1.0 to 5.0 mm, as taken in a linear

distance, from the bondingpads to the bonding points of the

inner lead portions 5a.

Next, the aforementioned leadframe 1 is fitted in the

mold, andthe semiconductor chip 2, the diepads 3, the inner

lead portions 5a and the wires 26 are molded of an epoxy

resin, as shown in FIGS. 29 and 30, into a package body 29.

After this, the unnecessary portions of the leadframe 1, that

is, the dam bar 7, the outer frame 8 and the inner frame 9

exposed to the outside ofthe package body 29 are cut away

by means of a press. Finally, the leads 5 left at the outside

of the package body 29 are shaped into a predetermined

shape to complete a QFP type surface-mounting semicon-

ductor device 30. Then, this QFP type surface-mounting

semiconductor device 30 is mounted over a wiring substrate

34 by the fellow soldering method Numeral 33 designates

land pads for placing the leads 5 thereon, and numeral 36

designates the solder.

Since the QFP 30 thus fabricated by using the leadframe

1 of the present embodiment has its die pad made smaller

than the semiconductor chip 2 mounted thereon, the periph-

eral portion of the semiconductor chip 2 has its back

contacting closely to the sealing resin.

Since the adhesion of the interface between the sealing

resin and the die pad 3 is sufficient, the interface can be

suppressedfrompeeling even ifit shouldbe expandedbythe

moisture having invaded and been heated at the fellow

soldering step. Thus, it is possible to provide the QFP 30

having an improved reflow cracking resistance.

Moreover, since the leadframe 1 of the present embodi-

ment can mount a variety of semiconductor chips 2 of

different external sizes, the troubles ofpreparing a leadframe

for each ofthe semiconductor chips having different external

sizes are eliminated. As a result, the leadframe 1 can be

standardized to reduce its production cost thereby to provide

the QFP 30 at a reasonable cost

Still moreover, since the leadframe 1 of the present

embodiment reduces the external size of the die pad 3, the

amount of the adhesive 15 to be used for mounting the

semiconductor chip 2 on the die pad 3 can also be reduced

to provide the QFP 30 at a more reasonable cost

Although our invention has been specifically described in

connection with the embodiments thereof, it should not be

limited to the foregoing embodiments but can naturally be

modified in various manners without departing fromthe gist

thereof.

The shape ofthe diepad should notbe limited to the circle

but may be another such as a rectangle, if the adhering

strength of the chip to the die pad and the minimum

application region of the adhesive are retained. As shown in

HG. 31, moreover, the package cracking resistance at the

reflow soldering can be better improved by forming a

through hole31 in aportion of the diepad 3 having a smaller

area than that of the semiconductor chip 2 to increase the

adhesion area between the semiconductor chip 2 and the

resin.

As shown in FIG. 32, still moreover, the intersections of

the four suspension leads 4 may be widened to use this wide

area as the die pad 3.


